Corrigendum

This corrigendum contains delegation and Secretariat corrections to the summary records of the meetings of the Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women held during its forty-sixth session (CEDAW/C/SR.925–943).

With the issuance of this corrigendum, the records of the above-mentioned meetings are to be considered final.

928th meeting

Paragraph 38

Line 6 should read:

were retained in part in other domestic laws. When Fiji had submitted its

Paragraph 50, line 3

For April 2008 read 5 January 2007

Paragraph 62

The first sentence should read:

Mr. Daunivalu (Fiji) said that the Immigration Act did not address prostitution specifically, and that the relevant authorities were normally consulted by the Immigration Department when processing applications for visas such as student visas.

Paragraph 64

The second sentence should read:

Training, equipment and materials have also been provided for small income-generating projects in areas of interest to them, such as catering, sewing and handicrafts.
Paragraph 74

Lines 5 and 6 should read:

the planning documents of key ministries. The Women’s Federation provided links between the Convention obligations and

929th meeting

Paragraph 35, line 8

For all children read the poorest of the poor children

Paragraph 42

Line 1: for the main obstacle read one of the main obstacles
Line 6: for pensions read emoluments
Line 8: for development and read development, particularly

Paragraph 43

For the existing text, substitute:

43. A Poverty Eradication Unit had been set up and was in the process of defining poverty in Fiji in its context — in terms of access to food or in terms of cash. Fiji had signed the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities and was in the process of ratifying it. In the meantime, the National Council for the Disabled was developing a policy for men and women alike aimed at developing a more inclusive society and dismantling the barriers against the disabled in social and economic life. The main strategies were to empower especially women and children with disabilities to understand and exercise their rights, and to ensure that human rights and development issues were included in governmental, non-governmental and community programmes for women. For example, the priority for 2010 was to construct one more centre for the disabled on one of the larger outlying islands, with a commitment to construct others in the future.

Paragraph 52

The first sentence should read:

It was the long-standing rule that civil law prevailed over custom, and courts no longer had the power to accept bulubulu in cases of domestic violence.